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LETTER OF TXANSMITTAL 

30 June 1650 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Attached is the report  of your Committee on Chemical, aiological, and Radiolcgical 
Warfare. It includes the findings on the several assignments carried out by the Com- 
mittee, in accordance with the instructions you gave u s  in December. It is in form 2 
summary report, largely confined to discussion and recomrnendations pertzining to 
significant gaps in thinking and programming. 

Your Committee has seen and studied the pertinent information in the files of the 
Department of Defense. We have talked ireely with those persons, both military and 
civilian, who a r e  most familiar with these weapons and wit! the plans and the state of 
military preparedness of the United States and certain other nations with respect thereto. 

Your Committee does not believe that there is any likelihood of effective internz- 
tional control of these weapons prior to the settlement of the whole problem of 
armaments. 

We do not believe that any useful distinction can be mzde between weapons on a 
- -  moral basis. 

If the United States or i ts  allies were attacked, toxic chemical agents might be ex- 
ceedingly important to us 2s a-supplement to weapons now in general use for holding 
back the advance of enemy ground forces. Certzinly, any aation which lzcked Lkese 
weapons o r  the will to use them would be at a great diszdvmhge in fighting agatist  a 
nation prepared to use  them. 

We have, therefore, been disturbed to find that accordiag to the best available L?- 
formation, Soviet military forces have substantial stockpiles of toxic chernica! agents, 
together with production facilities for making them, operating or in condition to o v r a t e .  
In addition, the Soviet Union took over a t  the end of the w a r  the German plants for 
making C -agents (“nerve gases”), together with German technicians and scientists as- 
sociated with these plz7ts. The U.S. Army Chemical Corps, although it has done an out- 
standing job in developing and improving the G-agent processes which were obtained 
from the Germzns at  the end of the war, h a s  but limited stockpiles of toxic chemical 
agents, and h2s neither any stockpiles of, nor even orduction f;lc.Uies fcr, G-agents. 

We believe that this situation is the inevitable result of the United States policy of 
, l  use in retaliation oniy. Such a policy h a s  resulted in the assignment of low priorities I 1  

to the research, development, and production of chenical weapons. The security of the 
United States demands thzt the policy of “use in retaliation m i y ”  be abzndoned. 

aiologiczl warfare i s  a weapon which may become e.xceedingly irn?or:mt. ?resent 
svidence indicztes that i t  could be an effective ?!ear:on of r ~ r ,  but the 2egree o i  its e f -  
fectiveness is cnknr;v/n jecause i t  has never been used m E hrge scAe z r  3ubjec:ed :o 
adequate field tests. 
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There can be no doubt of the danger to the United Stites from e x n y  use of biological 
agents in sabotage or by other means of attack, either before or  a;%r a declaraticn o i  
war, if the United States is not adequately prepared to protect itse!:. At ?rese?t, not 
enough is being done to e v l o r e  the offensive pctentialities of this of warfare or  
otherwise to deve!op an adequate defense against biological attack, whether anti-personnel, 
anti-animal, o r  anti-crop. 

Radiological warfare agents and atomic bombs compete for the s a n e  raw materials 
and facilities, and the production of radiological warfare agents in significant quantity is 
now precluded. This situation, however, i s  subject to change. Radiological warfare has 
potentialities sufficient to warrant constant study of i ts  militzry worth to determine 
whet!ier neutrons should be diverted from atomic projects for the production of radio- 
logical warfare agents. 

The United States is not prepared for biological warfare and, i o i  al l  practical pur- 
pcses, is not prepared far chemical warfare. This state of unpre7zredness is the r e -  
sult of the indecision that, during the postwar years,  has  permeated the a rea  of the 
Committee's investigation. We believe the recommendations that we make would, if 
accepted, serve to break the deadlock and produce action. To carry out these recom- 
rr.endations wi l l  require an outlay of additional funds, but the relatively small  cost 
appears to be a sound investment. 

Sincerely yours, 

E€. Gordon Arneson 

L 3 * f i 5 .  

E r i c  G. Ball d-"-' Tacob L. Devers 

Ea r l  P. Stevenson 
Chairman 

Willis A. Gibbons 

'b L, 
Frederick Osborn 

- - . .  The Honorable -. 
The Secretary of Defense 
Washington 25, D. C. 
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FOREWORD 

Terms  of Reference of the Committee 

Acting for the Secretary of Defense,. Dr. Kar! T. Compton, then the Chairman of 
the Research and Devzlopment Board, in a letter of 25 October 1949, asked Mr. E a r l  P. 
Stevenson to form, and serve as Chairman of, an Ad Hoc Committee to undertake a fu l l  
examination of all aspects of Chemical Warfare and report  its findings ana recommen- 
dations to the Secretary of Defense within six months. 

The te rms  of reference were subsequently broadened and more specifically define:! 
in two subsequent letters. On 7 November 1949, Dr. Compton wrote to Mr. Stevenson 
that the Committee should interest itself in biological and radiological warfzre, as  well  
as chemical warfare, to wnich i t  should give special emphasis. On 9 December 1949, 
the Honorable Stephen T. Early, Deputy Secretary of Defense, asked the Committee to 
give particular consideration to the national policy, public education, and national de- 
fense problems associated with chemical, biological,. and radiological warfare, and to 
feel free to study and make recommendations on zny aspect of these three types of war- 
fare in which significant gaps in  thinking were noted. 

.I 

.- 
The Committee's Approach to the Problem 

In i ts  deliberations, the Committee has been mindful of the obligations of the -United 
States within the United Nations and of the increasing commitments of the United States 
for the defense of Western Europe under the terms of the Ncrt!! Atlantic Treaty. It has 
been especially aware of the necessity of deterring Soviet armed aggression and, if we 
fail in this, of ?reventing the overrunning of Western Europe by the Soviet J-rmy. In 
realization of the fact that in the event or' such a catastrophe the United States would 
find itseif alone in a hcstile world, the Committee has given considerable t'lought to the 
possibilities of these weapons for defense. 

The Committee, during its deliberations and in this report, h a s  dealt piimarily with 
the three weapons as separate entities. A discussion of the line af reasoning which the 
Committee followed in this approach wi l l  be found in the conclusions. 

??.le Committee focused i t s  interest  in the chemical warfare field on the toxic agents 
beczuse such chemical munitions as incendiuies,  flame throwers, screening smokes, 
and shells containing white phosphorous, having been used extensively in World War TI, 
have become integral and generally accepted weapons of combat. 

The Committee noted that chemical warfue, with the exceptianof the above mentioned 
non-toxic weapons, has  not been used since World War I; that biological warfare, P X C ~ ? ~  
for a few isolated circumstances, has never been employed; and that radiological w z r -  
fare, as such, has  yet to be undertaken, although the atomic bomb explosions of World 
W a r  I1 created certzin radiological effects similzr to Z N .  The Comrxittee, being 8ware 
of the inactive s:ztus ~f the weanons i t  had been ?s%ed to consider, gave particular at- 
tention to whether they were b i n g  thereby rieglected in present military planning. 
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The Committee explored the interest  of the military planners in *.e chemical, 
biolcgical, and radiological weapons; the status of research programs on these weapons; 
and the present and nea r  future availability of such munitions of wzr ;  together with 
t!e implications of national gqlicies pertaining Yo such weapons. In addition, the Com- 
mittee attempted to arFive at an understanding of the potential merit  of these weapons 
in the event of a war  with the Soviet Union and the consequent necessity of preventing 
the advance of Soviet troops into Western Europe. The Committee &so attempted to 
assess  the threat to the United States of an attack by these weapons. 

I t  was  appreciated from the beginning that existing agencies within the Department 
of Defense a r e  also concerned with the m e r i t s  of these weapons, and are better quali- 
fied than is the Committee to consider certain of their aspects. While it was felt that, 
from the information presented, the Committee could render opinions on certain 
nztional policy aspects of the chemical, biological, and radiological weapons, it was 
also felt that the technical evaluation of these same weapons should be made by 
especially qualified experts. The Committee is pleased to note the assignment of the 
Weapons Systems Evaluation Group to this task. It is expected that this group wil l  
present an interim report  in July 1950, which will include a tentative evaluation of CW, 
&id may also include a progress report  of the BW and RW evaluation. 

The Committee assigned tasks to its Panels and Sub-Committees; together with 
concultants, to make detailed investigations into areas of special interest to the Com- 
mittee. Reports of the results of such investigations were made known to the full  
Committee during the regular meetings and by special reports between the meetings. 

A synopsis of the Committee's a-ctivities is given as an Appendix, as are lists of - 
persons interviewed and documents considered by-the Committee. 

Allmembers of the Committee have participated actively -h its investigations. An 
average of six of its seven members were in attendance at each of the meetings and, 
in  addition, all members participated in Sub-committee actiyities between meetings of 
the ful l  Committee. 

. 

The Committee greatly appreciates the f u l l  cooperation and generous assistance 
which it h a s  received from the agencies and departments of the Government, and from 
the private individuals and organizations from which it has requested information. 

Members of the Committee 

Mr. Ear l  P. Stevenson, Chairrran 
President, Arthur D. Little, hc. 
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On the basis of its findings and conclusions the Committee has arrived at  certain 
major recommendations which a r e  here presented. Auxiliary mezsures which tbe 
Committee advocates are s e t  forth in the sections containing the findings and 
conclusions. 

The Committee recommends: 

I 

That chemical, biological, and radiological weapons not be restricted by a policy 
of “use in retzliation only” and that the present interim policy regarding chemical 
warfare be changid accordingly. bh’ 1 

That the necessary s teps  be taken to make the United States capable of effectively 
employing toxic chemical zgents a t  the outset of a war. 

III 

That construction be undertaken as soon as possible, followed by operation, of a 
plant to produce militzrily significant quantities of G-agents (“nerve gases”), and 
that munitions and means of delivery for these agents be brought to a commensurate 
stzte of readiness. 

That the projected engineering studies and designs of facilities for  the production of 
biological warfare zgegts be completed as soon as possible. 

That field tests of biological warfare agents and munitions be carried out as soon as 
possible on a scale sufficient to determine the military worth of agent-munition com- 
binations, their offensive uses and the mesns of defense against &ern, and to secure 
definitive information on other problems ir-5.erent in biolcgical warfare. 



VI 

Thzt resszrch programs on the defensive aspects of biolcgical war:?:? be ma-  ' terially evanded .  

M 

That, in view of the unique characteristics of radiologic21 warfzre, an appraisal be 
made now, and from time to time as neutron availability may change, of the com- 

. parative mili t try worth of radiological agents, the atomic bomb, and other weapons, 
?j.. to include determination of whether fissionable material  should be mace available 

to support am Rw munitions program. 

' .\ I!-"-- 

That a coordinated program be established to guide releases  o i  information on 
chemiczl, biological, and radiological warfare, and that this program be reviewed 
and revised periodically. 

2 
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INDEX O F  FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIWW 

The Committee’s main findings 2nd conclusions, listed below in ccr~solidat-.i 
form, are discussed separately on the pages indicated. 

I 

A NUMEiER OF MISCONCEPTIONS HATE EVOLVED WITE RESPECT TG 
?1 TO CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL WARFME. -3 - 

1. Chemical, biological, and radiological warfare have been mistakenly assumed 
to have enough significant character is t ics  in common to warrant their being 
grouped together as CEBAR for administrative and operational purposes. 

7 

2. Chemical, biological, and radiological weapons have been erroneously con- 
sidered to be “weapons of mass  destruct,ion”. 

3. A fallacious concept has developed that weapons can be divided into moral  and 
immoral types, and chemical, biological, and radiological weapons. have been 
placed in the immoral  category by  m a y  people. 

8 

9 

II 

THE FOLICY OF “USE IN RETALIATION ONLY”, WmCS IN LARGE: P-WT 
Z?.S GOVERNED O m  PROGXAMS WITE RESFZCT TO CXEMICAL, 
BIOLOGICAL, ANTI RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS, IS DETXMENTAL TO OUR 
NATIONAL SECURITY. 

4. The “use in retaliation only” policy, as applied to CW and BW, has  re- 
sulted in the United States not being in a position to retaliate. 

5. The United States policy of “use in retaliation only” rz?eans,.in practical  
effect, that our use of certain weapons is subject to the permission of our 
e ne mies. 

Pzge 

10 

10 

6. The United States must not arbi t rar i ly  deny itself the use of weapons, such 11 
as chemical, biological, and radiological agents, which take advantage of this 
nation’s great tecilrical and industrial potential. 

3 
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P q e  

11 7. The toxic chemical apents may have significant uses in both offensive 
and defensive operations. 

8. The G-agents ("nerve mses") give promise of increasing the effectiveress 11 
of toxic chemical warfare. 

12 9. Available evidence indicates thzt the Soviets are well prepared for toxic 
chen?ical warfare and have given particular attention to the G-a, vents. 

'A s. 13 z. 

224 
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10. The toxic chemical munitions could probzbly be significant wezpons in 

11. The United States cannot rely on having the time to develop means for 

countering the threat of aggression by the Soviet Army. 

producing the new agents after war begins. 
13 

III B 

THE UNITED STATES IS NOT MAKING ADEQUATE PREFARATIONS FOR 
THE USE OF CHEMICAL WARFARE IN THE EVENT OF ANOTBER WAR. Pzge 

12. 

13. 

I! 
14 -8 

The present position of the United States on toxic chemic21 agents is 13 - 
weak. 

There is a serious gap in OUT planning on chemical w i r i a re ,  which can be 
filled at  a moderate cost. $@ 

3s 
IV A 

THE UNITED STATES SHOULD BE PREPBAED TO DEFEND ITSELF 

,PARE OFFENSIVELY. 

14. From resezrch data and the results of limited field t r iz ls  it must  be 
assumed that biological agents are potential weapons of wa. 

15. There u e  indicztions that the Soviet Union is prepared in the BW field 
ana will not hesitate to use BW if she deems it to her  advantage to do so. 

16. The United States is vulnerable to  both overt and covert BW attack. 

AGAINST BIOLOGICAL WARFARE AND TO WAGE BIOLOGICAL WAR- 
Page 

15 

1 5  

16 

IV B 

!KC,SS.GED EFFORT IS REQUiRED TO FXEFA8.E THZ UNITED STATES 
Page 9)EFZXSiVZLY AND OFFENSIVELY FOR 3IOLOGICAL lY.%i?.?F-IZ. 



18. The engineering design fo r  production facilities for  9W agents should be 
completed as soon as possible. 

19. Research programs on SW should be expanded, partic*dar!y with respect 
to the defensive aspects. 

V 

RADIOLOGICAL WARFARE SEEMS T O  POSSESS UNIQUE MILITARY 
CHARACTERISTICS, AND FURTHER STUDY OF ITS POTENTIAL MILITARY 
WORTH SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN, TO INCLUDE DETERMINATION OF 
WHETHER FISSIONABLE MATERIAL SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO 
SUPPORT AN RW WEAPONS PROGRAM. 

20. RW, as a new means of warfare possessing pronounced Limitations and 
promising but untested capabilities, has  not yet been fully evaluated. 

21. The siient,  persistent nature of RW attack presents the possibility of 
introducing a major harassing factor  into future warfare. 

22. A determination should be made of.whether the quantity of radioactive 
products resulting f rom fission, or agents made from presently available 
neutrons, are sufficient to achieve any militarily useful result. 

-23. More consideration should be given to the question of whether a portion 
of the production facilities for  fissionable material should be used for the . 
production of RW agents. 

VI 

OFFICIAL RELEASES OF INFORMATION REGPRDmG CW, BW, AND RW 
SHOULD BE MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH A PLANNED PROGRAM 
DESIGmD T O  PREPARE THE PUBLIC FOR'INTELLIGENT ACTION. 

24. Public statements on these weapons have been ineffective as a means 
of educating the public. 

25. P. coordinated program for  public information and education concerning 
these weapons is desirable. 

26. Various defense activities require the release of authoritative informztion 
and offer excellent media for  educating the public in terms of action, 

. with a minimum of adverse effects a t  home and abroad. 

16 

17 
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20 
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VI1 

SPSCIAL ATTSNTiON SXOULD 3 E  GWEN TO T'E2 FSYCZOLSGICAL 
ASPECTS OF CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLCGICAL 
WARFARE. 

27. Each of these modes of warfare has an unusually high anxiety-causing 
potential. 

28. Chemical, biological, and radiological weapons hzve characterist ics which 
may make them particularly adzptable for use in combination with other 
munitions o r  other materials to achieve psychological effects. 

Page 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

I 

A NUMBER OF MISCONCEPTIONS HAVE EVOLVED WITH RESPECT TO CHEMICAL, 
BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIO LOGIC A L WARFARE. 

1. Chemical, biological, and radiological warfare have been mistakenly assumed to k-;z  
e n o s h  significant characterist ics in  common to warrant their being grouped tcae::-.zr 
as CEBAR for  administrative and operational purposes. 

In its examinztion of these three weripons, the Committee noted, on the one hand, 
cer ta in  similari t ies between the weapons, as pointed out in the Haskins Committee 
report,1 and, on the other hand, the many dissimilar chzracteristics of the weapons 
apparent f rom the comparative evaluation of the weapons in  the Noyes R e p r t  of 
1 November 1948. 
tional differences between the weapons, partf cularly where policy issues  are 
concerned. 

As its studies progressed, the Committee became aware of ad&- 

. The Corninittee considered the-argument which the H a s M n s  ::port prEsents for 
handling the three weapons jointly in accordance with a unitary CEBAR concept, 

-but  cannot recommend that the idea be developed as an essential inter -relationship. 
Such a te rm may be helpful i n  some administrative respects, but many of the problems 
connected with these three weapons require. totally different treatment. 

The Committee questions any approach to the weapons which would produce in 
either the public o r  mili tary thinking a feeling that there was an inseparzble associa- 
tion between chemical, biological, and radiological warfare. While psyclological and 
public information aspects  are quite similar for the three weapons, there are funda- 
mental differences in the situation with respect to each of them which czll for different 
handling in research, development, and production programs. CW is a weapon of 
demonstrated military worth, but one that has  been neglected. BW, on the other hand, 
is a weapon which has never been used openly o r  on a large scale, and hence is of un- 
proven military worth. It reouires a great deal more research, develomnent, and 
testing: RW, while i t  would be oi manifest value if agents were available in quantity, 
and may be of potential value with presently feasible quantities of agents, is dependent 
on decisions reached in the field of atomic explosives. 

Report of the Secretary of Defense's P.d Hoc Committee on Biological Warfare, 
July 1949. 

A Comparative Zvalaation of Chemical Warfare, Biologiczl Wzrfare and Xadio!ogi - 
cat Warfare,  1 November 1948, submittsd by Dr.  W.  AIbert  Noyes, Jr., and revised 
by the Research and Development Board as of 1 October 1949. 
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In view of the foregoing, the Committee, during its deliberatiocs and in this report, 
h a s  dealt primarily w i t h  the three weapons as sepa-ate en“t’ L I  ies. 

2. Chemical, biological, and radiological weapons have been erroneously considered to 
be “weapons of mass destruction”. 

These weapons have been listed in various statements as being “we2Dons of mass 
destructionJJ. As a typical example, the Commission for Conventional Armaments of 
the United Nations adopted the following resolution on 12 August 1948: 

6 #  The CCA resolves to advise the Security’Council ... that wezqons of mass 
destruction should be defined to include atomic explosive weapons, rzdio- 
active material weapons, lethal chemical and biologica! weapons, and zny 
weapons developed in the future which have characteristics coxparabtf in 
effect to those of the atomic bomb or other wezpons mentioned above. 

Statements such as the above purport to define weapon of mass destructionfJ, but 
in fact merely name and group together certain types of weapons zs belonging in that 
category. The Committee has n$ found any satisfactory definition, in absolute terms, 
of “weapon of mass destruction . The Committee presumes, however, that in its 
most meaningful sense, the term is meant to apply to weapons which can destroy a 
very large number of people, or a very large amount of material, or a very signifcant 
segment of the social or economic s t ructure  of a nation. Even so described, the con- 
cept does not appear to have any practical significance and should not pervade our 
thinking on these o r  any other weapons. 

8 6  

.I,. 

It would seem that there a r e  a number of w e a p n s  which i f  used i n  suitable quan- 
tity, or in accordance with a suitable plan, could eiiect mass destruction. For example, 
the weapon, fire, whether disseminzted by incendiary bomb or by numerous saboteurs, 

focxs of initial application. Economic blockad:(or deprivation of a mtion s ,$ritical 
mzterials could be, and has in history been,, a weapon of =ass destruction , as in 
the starvation caused by cutting off a nation s food supplies. The zavance of an invad- 
ing army results in large-scale devastation of the terri tory which is the battleground. 
G a s  chambers in concentration camps z n  be effective weapons for d$stroying masses  
of people. Modern total w a r  itself is a weapon oi mass destruction , as applied to 
the economic resources or social s t ructure  of a nation. 

. can cause vast damage, particularly because of i ts  extensive spread irom, a smaii  

On the other hand, certain weapons are very poorly suited to bringing about mass  
destruction, either because of the inherent nature of their effect o r  because oi the 
logistic problem of delivering enough of them against a target. 

Radiological agents, for instance, are very expensive 2nd cancot now be produced 
in sufficient quantities to saturate very large target areas  with an immediate-killing 
dose. Furthermore, in  less than immediately lethal doses, they act  so  slowly that the 
target populace c ~ ~ d e t e c t  their presence and m y e  out of the danger area.  They can- 
n3t be considered weapons of mass destruction . 

Chemical weapons are of many types, with varying efftcts, but none of them a r e  
well suited for mass destruction. Some (screening smokes) have uses other than the 
production of casualties; some (such mustard) have injxrious efieccs but 2 r p  m o r e  
often incapacitating than lethal; some (certain toxic W e s  and flame throwers) a r e  
highly lethal if properly applied to the target; but all  a r e  needed i n  Such quantity to 

8 
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accomplish their effect that they can be considered “weapons of mass  destruction” 
only to the degree that high explosives and firezrns are so considered. 

8 1  Any clzssificztion of kiological agezts 2s weapons oi mass destruction” must 
res: largely uocn conjecture. No data exist which p e r n i t  an authoritative assay of 
the lethal scope of these agents when disseminated in a willful manner. The opinion 
of experts is that there is no procedure which is certain to produce large-scale epi- 
demics among human beings. The extent to which a disease may spread througn a 
community o r  a nation i s  largely governed by factors still unknown. The direct con- 
tact of an individual with the disseminated material  itself appears to be required if a 
reasonable degree of success in causing a n  infection is to be expected. Thus, except 
to the extent that the use of crop and animal agents may result in ser ious deprivation 
of food supplies, the classificztion of biological agents as “weapons of mass  destruc- 
tion” is unwarranted. 

3. A fallacious concept has developed that weapons can be divided into moral and im- 
moral types, and chemical, biological, and radiological weapons have been placed in 
the immoral category by many people. 

In the days of the powerful states i n  Europe dominated by autocratic governments 
of kings, a rmies  were  raised and matters  decided through t r ia l  by combat, with little 
participation by the people. Wars were  professional and there  w a s  no need and no 
practice of destroying civilian life o r  production as’ a miiitary measure. 

But, beginning perhaps with the American Revolution, people en masse  became 
more interested in the outcome of wars. In order  to conquer a country it became nec- 
essary to conquer a people. To defeat a professional zrmy was not enough. This e 
led to all-out wars. 

Neither the people who defend liberty nor those who would destroy it can limit 
their efforts or their weapons in the contest; nor, as a mziter of fact, have they. 

The rnoraiities and 1imitations.discussed and, to a considerable extent, followed 
wner, triai by combat of professional arrcies was in vogue, still gers is t  in discussion, 
but the conditicns under which they could operate  have disappeared. The desperate 
nature of w a r  between peoples is y h  Lkzt the only result  of agreement o r  exnorta- 
tions to limit the is to advantage the side that first chooses to vase 
weapons which had been ostensibly banned. Restricting ourselves in the weapons w e  
use merely means that w e  offer our enemy a better chance to kill our soldiers  and 
civilians than w e  need to, out of deference to a habit of thought based on conditions of 
former times. 

11 horrors  of war 

Chemiczl, biological, and radiological warfare ,  as wel! as the atomic bomb, have 
often been spoken of in te rms  that impute immorali ty to their us2. In World War I, 
chemical warfire became a subject for  propaganda directed at influencing neutral 
world opinion, 2nd many falsehoods ascribing immorality to its employment were de- 
liberately disseminated, without, however, deterr ing either adversary from ornploging 
toxic gases. More recently, all three of t:e .r:ea?ons hay: been execrated iri,public 
state3ents.  BV.’ h a s  bee,? described as 2 horrible idez , a nasty weaaon , the  
:erribi:,warfare weapon . k higt: govexrt.mt?,i official 5:s chzractarized 0,’ and 
i3W as a ,lrsans for mass  murder of civi:i?r,s . 
caper referred to the gris)y iittle hint Liac 3V.- C0U:d C? used 2s a particularly 
vicious form oi ?cison gas . 
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It i s  not a fact that these or other modern weapons in  themselves have increased 
the horrors  of war. From the time that w a r s  became total strxggies between peoples, 
wars have gone on until the suffering and losses of the people an one side o r  :he other 
nave been sufficient to produce surrender  or  collapse. The march of the Gerrnzn 
a rmies  from the Soviet border to Leningrad and Stalingrad produced as much d, estr’lc- 
tion and suffering as did the bombing of Germany. Whatever methods or weapons 3re  
used, wars between peoples are terrible wars, and if the people, w h e t h e r  from wisdom 
or ignorance, firmly embrace a cause, the ensuing w a r  will be one of general 
destruction. 

Immorality attaches to those who initiate a war of aggression. Once the immorality 
of aggression has been committed, one cannot usefully dwell on the morality o r  
immorality of specific weapons. 

n 
THE POLICY OF “USE IN RETALIATION ONLY”, WHICH IN LARGE PART HAS 
GOVERNED OUR PROGRAMS WlTH RESPECT TO CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND 
RADIOLOGICAL WEAPONS, IS DETRIMENTAL TO OUR NATIONAL SECURRY. 

4. The %e tn retaliation only” policy, as applied to CW and BW, h a s  resulted in the 
United States not being in a position to retaliate. 

Our present policy is to wai t  until we suffer an attack by these weapons before w e  
use them. Our present state of unpreparedness to use either CW or BW ,appears to  be - 
in large degree the consequence of this policy of “use in retaliation only which h2s  
been directly applied to CW , and which h a s  tended to include BW. Other factors a r o  
more determining in the case of RVI, though it  suffers by associatian. 

The fact that we are not in a position to retaliate i s  the direct consequence of the 
reluctance of those responsible for  the allocation of funds to support research, muni- 
tion development, field $$sting, andprocuremen$,of weapons in areas tagged with the 
prohibitive label of for use in retaliation only . All of those queried on this point 
have agreed to this conclusion. It follows that if w e  persist in this policy, with its 
derivatives of indecision and non-support, this country wil l  continue to be in the posi- 
tion of being unable to retaliate with these weapons when and if the need arises. 

5. The United States policy of ‘hse in retaliation only” means, in practical effect, that 
our  use of certain weapons is  subject to the permission of our enemies. 

With the Soviet Union our only major potential enemy, this policy is particular!y 
unrealistic. Having no reluctance to use their effective propoganda machinery for 
spreading any lies that s e rve  their purposes, the Soviets could c h i m  that the United 
States had first used a weapon which they might w i s h  to employ, on a largo scale. Cer- 
tainly, the Soviets need not, and will not,.wait for a 
any weapon when it is to their advantage to do so. 

I S  go-ahead from u s  before using 
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6. The United States must not arbitrari ly deny itself the u s e  of weapons, such a s  chemical, 
biological, and radiological agents, which take advantage of this nation’s great technical 
and industrial potential. 

The Committee has considered the relative abilities of ourselves and our enemies 
to produce these weapons in quantity. Intelligence on Soviet activities is limited, but 
indicates that the Soviet Union is considerably weaker than the United States in techni- 
cal and industrial organization and capacity. W e  have a strong chemical industry 
capable of manufacturing CW agents, a vigorous anti-biotics industry with knowledge 
which can be utilized in  making and defending against Bui agents, and extensive atomic 
energy facilities which could be used for making RW agents. In view of the fact that 
we cannot hope to attain numerical equality with the Soviets in manpower, it would be 
a mistake not to maximize the advantage which w e  now hold in scientific, tec5nical. ana 
industrial potential. 

Furthernore,  an adversary  which is inferior to the United States in production 
capabilities may more rapidly be brought to a condition of industrial exhaustion as the 
number and variety of effective weapons employed in a w a r  is increased. 

IIIA 
. .  

THE UNITED STATES SHOULD BE PREPARED TO USE CHEMICAL WARFARE 
WEAPONS AT THE O m S E T  OF A FUTURE WAR. 

7. The toxic chemical agents may have signifkant uses in both-offensive and defensive 
operations. 

While toxic chemical agents were not used in World W a r  II, the Committee, a€ter 
hearing many explanations as to why this w a s  so, concluded that military considera- 
tions, rather than moral issues,  deternined such restraint .  Since in another war the 
s a m e  military considerations may not prevail, toxic chemical agents may be employed 
by either side from the very  outset of hostilities. 

They may be used to delay the movement of enemy troops o r  deny an area to them, 
to break up concentrations of troops or m k s ,  to open lanes for attack through enemy 
positions, o r  wipe out troops emplaced in strongpoints. The Committee is of the opinion 
tkat toxic chemical agents are primarily weapons to be used ou the battlefield. 

It is the thinking of some  that any general toxic chemical attack is best delivered 
from the air. Bowever, if field tests confirm the effectiveness oi the G-agents against 
the crews of a r n o r e d  vehicles, such toxic agent shells and anti-tank rockets could 
profitably be used by field art i l lery and rocket units, as well as by tactical air forces. 

8. The G-agents (“nerve gases”)  give promise of increasing the effectiveness of toxic 
chemical warfare. 

While, in the ;eriod between World Wzrs I and 11, extensive studies of toxic chemi- 
cal warfare  were made by a:l nations, only the Germans were able to deve!op a really 
new and sigxificant agent - one that w 3 s  several  t imes rcore !ethal than anything kither- 
to known. This  was GA, the first  of a ser ies  of G-agents, or “nerve gases”, so called 
because they c a s e  incapacitation or dezth through pnysiolog.lca1 disturbances of the 
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intricste chemistry of the nervous system. The Committee h a s  learned that since t k e  
w a r  -4rnerican and Brit ish research efforts have succeeded in developing more potent 
varieties of the G-agents. 

These G-agents, which are extremely difficult to detect in the field, are  rapid in 
their  action and have a powerful lethal effect even in low concentrations. Upon the 
evidence presented, it would appear that they are about ten times more toxic than pre-  
viously available mili tary gases. In less than lethal doses, they w i l l  cause extensive, 
though temporary, incapacitation of those persons within the k rge t  area unless highly 
efficient protection devices have been employed. The canister of the standard gas 
mask affords as effective protection against the G-agents as i t  does against the other 
toxic chemical agents. However, even the best designed masks do not fit perfectly on 
all who must wear them. Leakages which are insignificant ia exposures to other toxic 
chemical agents may become significant in exposures to the G-agents. The high 
lethality of the latter, together with the rapidity with which they act upon the optic 
nerves, even in minute concentrations, may make the G-agents a menace even to 
masked troops. 

Further, it should be noted that the nature of the physiological reactions to these 
. .  agents is such as to enhance the psychological effects of gas warfare. 

9. Available evidence indicates that  the Soviets are well prepared for  toxic chemical 
warfare and have given particular attention to the G-agents. 

Reports indicate that the Soviets have many plants, either-in-production or readily 

agent manufacture appears to be an integral part of the expansion pattern oi the Soviet 
chemical industry, s ince many of the principal chemical plants are reported to include 
facilities for the production of chemical warfare agents. 

- . convertible to production, for the manufqcture of toxic chemicals. Chemical warfare 

The two German production plants for nerve gases, one for GA and the other for 
GB, were captured by the Soviets, and their staffs, equipment, and stocks rernoved to 
the USSR. Reports indicate that the GA plant has been placed in operation, and that 
the GB plant will be in  production this year. It appears that the Soviets are shifting 
their  emphasis on production of chemical warfare agents to G-agents. 

Stockpiles of the more  common chemical warfare agents a d  munitions are avail- 
able in  great quantities to the Soviets, and they are believed to have consid, arable 
amounts of G-agents ready for use. . 

Soviet training manlals  emphasize the significance of toxic agents in warfare, and 
instruction given in the Soviet military school system stresses training in the tactical 
employment of such weapons. Other intelligence reports  point out the emphasis which 
the Soviets are giving to training their troops and their  civilian population in chemical 
warfare protective measures. 

Although considerable intelligence data on the Soviet position re!ative to chemical 
warfzre  has  been presented, the Committee has  noted with cotcern that much ififorma- 
tion vital to a complete evaluation is lacking. 

12 
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IO. The toxic chemical munitions could probably b 
threat of aggression by the Soviet Army. 

significant weapons in countering ikc 

The Soviet Army, which is apparentip ready to stri.42 if the time becomes propi- 
tious, is a strategically located force in being. It h ~ s  t zc t t z l  air sugoort available 
and masses  oi  infantry, a r r . o r ,  and ar t i l l e ry  trained, ecui-,;ed, and ready to move. 
A major military problem which has  been presented befcre the Committee is how 
these units can be prevented from overrunning Western %rope. 

If w e  do not develop our chemical warfare munitions to the point where w e  are 
ready to deliver them in quantity, w e  may be denying ourselves the use of some of Ye 
most promising weapons for retarding the aggressive movement of Soviet troops. 
The saturation of transport centers and bottlenecks witii zus t a rd  gas, and the strafing 
of troop concentrations wi th  the more  lethal gases would, in  the opinion expressed by 
those who will have to combat such enerny zction, be an effective support to r2ndsr :3 
our allies in the opening phases of another war. 

The Eritish have conducted tests which indicate that th.e G-agents might be 
extremely valuabie if used in  anti-tank munitions, since ti..eir action is substantially 
independent of the thickness of tank arrzor. If United Stztss tests substzntiate the 
British reports, a weapon of this type might be signiiicznt in reducing the Soviet advzn- 
tage in  masses  of available armor.  

11. The United States cannot rely on having the time to develop means for producing the 
new agents after war begins. 

If today the necessary actions to authorize the construction of a production plant 
for GB-were taken, 24 to 30 months would be required to construct the first plant and - 

. to place it on an operating basis. 

EJen under the leverage which could be. provided by ,high wartime priorities, 20 
mocths would be required before such z plant could be @xed in  operation. Other 
plants oi  the saxe type could be built and put into production within shorter additional 
periods of t ine .  

i l I B  

THE UNITED STATES IS NOT MAKING ADEQUATE PREPARATIONS FOR THE USE OF 
CHEMICAL WARFARE IN THE EVENT OF ANOTHER WAR. 

12. The present position of the United States on toxic chemical agents is w e a k  

No facilities for ixoduction of G -agents, other than small-scale experimental 
research units, exist either within the United States o r  its allied nations. The United 
States h z s  no current production programs for toxic d i ez i ca l  agents. 

Large quazrities of toxic cherniczl agents (chiei!y z s t z r d )  were produced in the 
United States duricg World W a r  11, and many of these stccks a ro  still avziiaole, though 
i n  a deteriorating state. Production of these zgents could be resumed within a short 
period of t i z e  v:itnin the production fzci1i:ies prssen:!). rr.sintained i n  stzndby copdt - 
tion. nowp'ier, existing production iacilitizs wouia "at ke able to mse: rr.oci!ization 
rqzirecients. 

.- 
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Moreover, stocks on hand o r  to be 9roduced could not be used in fke early stages 
of an  emergency because the bombs, rockets, and shells necessary to carry these 
agents to the targets would not become available for mat;. xontks. ldc?.icions for the 
G-agents.are still in the development stage. While munitions whic? were origmallv 
designed for the standardized toxic agents are on hand in limited quantities, they 
must be modified in order to be used with the newer agents. 

13. 
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There is a serious gap in our planning on chemical warfare, which can be filled at a 
moderate cost. 

The present policy of “use in retaliation only’’ has  resulted in a lzck of activity 
with respect to toxic chemical agents and munitions, which h2s produced a virtual 
s ta te  of disarmzment in this field. The situation at present is that we a r e  likely to 
find ourselves at w a r ,  without G-agents, production facilities for them, o r  munitions 
to deliver them; and also probably without planes adequately prepared to car ry  these 
and other toxic chemical weapons to the tzrgets. Production of G-agents should be 
coordinated with the development of mezns for their employment. 

These new agents, together with their muniffons, must be given extensive field 
tests in order  to obtainthe necessary data upon which the planners czn base their 
evaluation of the military worth of these weapons. Adequate testing facilities are not 
now on hand. 

It is the opinion of the Committee that to provide our military commanders with a 
weapon which has great potentizl value a United States production plant for these 
agents should be constructed and placed in  operation without delay. 

Conclusions wi th  respect to the feasibility of such action were arrived at, not 
only after an evaluation of the information presented by the approprizte zgencies, but 
also af te r  studying the report  prepared by a panel of experts established under the 
auspices of the Committee to conduct independent investigations of the research and 
development on, and production feasibility of, GB. The Committee did not attempt to 
make a determination of the quantity of G-agents which would be militarily significant. 
The Committee has satisfied itself, however, that a plant with the czpacity of 750 tons 
per month would be of a size suited to efficient operation, and that this quantity of GB 
could be produced without serious dislocation to the chemic21 industry of the United 
States. A plant of this capacity, utilizing the DMHP, or five step, process would 
require an expenditure of the order of $32,000,000 for  engineering design, construc- 
tion, and six months of test operation. Further operation at the designed production 
r a t e  would require $2,250,000 per month. 

The committee h a s  noted that, while operation of this plant would not place any 
great drain on our chemical industry, the matter of fluorine availability to the United 
States must be carefully considered i n  the event of further expansion. The Committee 
has  explored this question, and feels that the problem can be met. 

14 



IV A 

THE UNITED STATES SHOULD BE PREPARED TO DEFEND !TSELF AGAINST 
BIOLOGICAL WARFARE AND TO WAGE BIOLOGICAL WARF.%RE OFFENSIVELY. 

14. From resea rch  data and the resu l t s  of limited field trials, it must be assumed that 
biological agents are potential weapons of war.  

Eiological agents have never been used on a significant sca le  in warfare azd h272 
been incompletely explored as weapons. However, the potential worth and the dangers 
of BW appear to be great. W e  cannot afford, therefore, to neglect the adequate 
exploration of this new mode of warfare. 

Evidence from various sources supports such a conclusion. Precise and qianti - 
tative data as to the effects of certain bioloecal agents have been obtained in the 
laboratory, and less conclusive, but nonetheless indicative, data have been gathered 
from limited field t r ia l s  conducted upon animals 2nd crops. While no tests as such 
have been performed on human beings, there is considerable information available as 
to the probable effects on them of certain B% agents. The resu l t s  of laboratory acci- 
dents, together with the voluminous data which are avzilable ,on naturally occurring 
diseases, can be used to indicate the possible effects of certain of the BW .agents. 

Large-scale production of severa l  BW agents s e e m s  to be feasible. Several 
means for dissemination of Bu' agents have been developed and tested. These tests 
showed that these agents can be dispersed in aerosols. Actual t r ia ls  have been 
carried out which indicate the vulnerability of air-conditioned buildings l o  sabotage 
attacks using BW. Field tests have shown that BW aerosols will drift with the wind 
over bodies of water and enter ships through their ventilating systems. 

From information such as the above, the Committee has zrrived at the conclusion 
that EV.' could be an effective mezns of warfare. 

15. There a r e  indications that the Soviet Union is prepared in the BW field and will not 
hesitate to use BW if she deems it to her advantage to do so. 

The Committee h a s  been informed t!!at the Soviets have been engaging in 3V- 
research a t  least a s  long a s  h a s  the United States (since 1942) and that the SoiJiecs 
have a research and development program on BW thzt has probabty progressed as 
f2r, i f  not further, than the Anglo-American one. 

With the Soviet proclivity for undercover oFeritions, and the  reiative ease wi th  
which 3 A '  agents can be clmdestinely produced 2nd dissernin.?-ted, the Soviets 2 r e  not 
l ikely to overlook the  sabotage potentialities of biological warfare. 

It i s  believed that .military considerations alone ;Iiili determine wiiether o r  nct t h e  
Soviet Union would employ 31.. in a future coniiict. 

-. 
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16. The United States is vulnerable to both overt and covert BW attack. 

A i2rgP sro33rtion of our population and industries r r a  i n  concenzated a reas  
which  ?rsssnt attrac:iv'e BV.. targets. T h  demd;1s:ra:ad -.wkeraciiitp a i  our n u r ? r x s  
air-cocditioned buildings to ElV attack further contribxes to the weaknsss ci  mr 
pxi  tion. 

The re  a r e  c8 rnethcds for the detection of EW agents which rapidly signal the 
presence of such agents and identify them so that proper protective m e 2 s x e s  c?n be 
undertaken. This meins that t!!e appearance of casuzlties might well be the f i r s t  
evidence of a 9K attack. 

While much h z s  been achieved in the field of immunization and trstmer.;, 2 grsst 
deal remains to be done. Fhysical protection devicts, such as masks and scesial 
ciothing, and dtcontamination measur2s need furb.er development. 

Our procedure of bringing together large m2sses of cattle which are :ater redis- 
tributed creates ideal targets fo r  both overt and covert BW attack. Our cattle a r e  
particularly vulnerable to foot-and-mout!! disease and rinderpest, and we do not 
possess the needed vaccines in  this country. 

Our agriculture is such that, in  many instances, genedtically related crop varieties 
are planted over large areas; thus diseases to which such varieties are susceptible 
could spread widely and rapidly. 

- 

I V B  - 

INCREASED EFFORT IS REQUIRED TO PREPARE THE UNITED STATES DEFENSIVELY 
AND OFFENSIVELY FOR BIOLOGICAL WARFARE. 

17. More field test data on biological warfare are needed for planning purposes. 

While data are available to indicate the potentialities of 3 W  as a weagon of war, 
the data are not complete enough to be used as a basis for operation21 pianning. Con- 
ciusive iriforrr,ation on the military worth of the bio!ogical weapms is not iikely to be  
found short of their use in w a r .  Nevertheless, many oi the data needed to determine 
their operational feasibility and effectiveness could be obtained if tke 5V.. agents, 
together with their munitions, were subjected to large-scale field tests. 

The present biological warfare programs are insuificient to produce these data. 
Moreover, adequate field testing facilities are not now available. The Committee 
feels that such facilities m s t  be provided without de!ay, and that large-scn!e iieid 
tests on the  BU' agents and munitions should be carried out as soon as possicle. 

As a supglement to field tests, studies should by conducted to obtain inforxation 
on the probable results of BW attacks upon a nation s economy. 

C. 

E;; i 
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n e x s s a r y  know Ledge about the unique problems involved in construction and safe 
operatiori o i  a factory that can produce virulent bio:oF',:ai organisms in  quantity. 

A giant c2n c e  designed that will not be iimited to L--Z Froduction of a si2g:e ty?e 
agsnt but will be adaptable  co the proauction of varicus zgsnts that later may be 
adopted for use. 

19. 

The cost of such design is small  in camparison with the saving in time which 
would be achieved by obtaining this design prior to a possible war. 

Approval of the engineering study and design should include authorization to con- 
struct and operate one production unit as a pilot line fram which production data can 
be obtained. 

The Committee feels that the next step, actual ConstrJction of a large-scale E'S 
plant, is not warranted until more  data have been gztbercd and evaluated. in the 
meantime, it is imperative that a beginning be made. 

Research programs on BW should be expanded, partfcularly with respect to the 
defensive aspects. 

Research and development on biological warfare does not entail large amounts of 
money. About seven million dollars has been allocated to BW research and develop- 
ment during the present fiscal year. The Committee has not made a comparative 
examination of the funds being allotted to other fields, but feels that the amount allotted 
to BW research is small ,  considering the potential threat of BW as a new and re la -  . 
tively unexplored methocf of warfare  on- which much vita1 information is s t i l r  lachag. 

The Committse notes that this amount is to be materiglly reduced in the proposed 
ap?ropriations for the next two years. Xhile  realizing t a t  part of this reduction is 
due to the over-all reduction of research and developmez: funds, the committee 
bsiieves that rather Lkn being decrsEsed, the xon ies  ah t ted  for BW r e s e z x h ,  and 
particadarly thcse f o r  study of it3 defsnsive aspects, shculd be increased. 

l ' h i l e  advocating an increase in  funds, the Committee ventures the opinion that 
with better defined military objectives in this fie!d some aconomies c a n  be effected 
i n  the present programs and consequer.tly more effort be made available within pres- 
ent funds on the more  promising or  criticai grojtcts. To this end, research work 
directed toward the offersive use of anti-crop and anti-ar?rmal agents might be 
rezpcraised. 

Because of the la rge  varieties of agents which might 3e used against us, and our 
Lack of precise inteiligence on Soviet zttivities, res2zrc?. in  the defensive zre2 should 
go forward on a wide front. 
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R.4DIOLOGICAL WARFARE SEEMS TO POSSESS UNIQLZ .MILITARY CHARACTERISTICS, 

TAKEN, TC INCLUDE DETERMINATION OF WHETHER FISSIONABLE M.ITER!.iL 
SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT AN RW SEAPONS PROGRAM. 

.4ND FURTHER STUDY OF ITS POTENTIAL MILITARY WORTH SHOULD BE UNDER- 

20. RW, as a new means of w a r f a r e  possessing pronounced limitations and promising 
but untested capabilities, has not yet been fully evaluated. 

In making a study of the basic facts concerning RT,  the Committee h a s  been in- 
formed of certain of the advantages and disadvantagss of this new mode of wzriarc. 
The  Committee is pleased to note that many of these have been explained t~ the pu5iic 
in the lzs t  Semi-Annual Report of the Secretary of Cefense. 

With respect to i t s  advantages, the Committee hzs  lezrned: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f .  

6, 

h. 

that RW acts in a silent manner against living targets, with !ts presence and 
the bodily dzmage i t  causes being initially undetectabie by the human senses; 

that gas masks and special clothing do not provfde protection against the 
effects of RW, and that only la rge  o r  dense mzterial barriers do provide 
protection;. 

that the decontamination of areas subjected to 3%' attack is difficult and ex- 
pensive, - .  and is likely to become more SO as new 'techniques of dissemination 
are developed; 

that RW agents are compact, with pounds rather than tons being neczssary to 
secure contamination ranging in  effect from hzrassing to  major casualty 
producing; 

that, thocgh the presence of XV.; agents can be detscted rezdity with instru- 
ments, such instruments must be available at the exact Location where the 
presence of RU' is being investigated; 

that instruments which give an  on-the-soot rezding of radiation dosage are 
expensive to produce and difficult to provide in sufficient quantity in every 
area which might possibly bo subjected to RW attack; 

that, without the destruction of property, RW seerxs to have the ca7ability of 
denying areas or installations to an enemy over appreciable Periods of time; 
and 

that RUT, as a new weapon about which most pecple are 7oorly informed, is 
sotentiaily valuable for harassment through rumor. 

On t h e  disadvantages side, on tke other hand, the 'S~nirni t tee  has learned: 

a. that RV,' competes witii deve!cgneni of other accnic weapccs :'or 7 2 3  materla!s, 
nroduccior, facilitiCs, atla sqecie:!y trained prscnnei ;  

p , . - - . -  - -  
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b. that the monetary cost of F W  approaches in .~agnitude that of other atomic 
weapons if planned for on a major scale; 

c. that there is a stockpiling problem beczuse of the short half !iie of most rxdio- 
zrt ive isotopes which are suitable for use in radiological warfare; 

d. that there are shielding and other ordnance and logistic problsms associated 
with the delivery of RW agents; and 

e. that there  is delay in appearance of RW casualties of an order  that makes it of 
questionable value for  use in  tactical situations. 

The Committee does not feel competent to weigh the cacabilities and lim',kt-ticcs . 
of RV: and z r r ive  at an evaluation of i t s  feasibility as a weapon o r  of i t s  valut in c c z -  
parison with other weapons. The Committee is aware thzt well quslified groups 2rc 
performing research on RW, that other well qualified groups are now attempting to 
evaluate its worth, and that changes which may occur with respect to the availabilitj- 
of RW agents w i l l  be taken into account. The  Committee has, however, arrived at 
certain views with respect to-RW which appear in the conclusions which follow.. 

21. The silent, persistent nature of RW attack presents the possibility of introducing 
a major harassing factor into future warfare. 

. If it is accepted that RW agents can be produced, and that they can be dropped 
silently into areas occupied by the enemy,,pen i,t,would seem that the time is past 
when there will necessarily be a tell-tale bang o r  visible fire to indicate enemy 
attack. - 

. .  . -  

With the advent of this mode of warfare, any time a single enemy plane passes 
over an area the occupants of that area may  logical!^ ask whsther RW agents are 
dispersed among them, silently and continually damzging their bodies. Any time 
troops move into an area formerly occupied by the enemy, they can reasonably wonder 
whetler there are hidden radiological agents present, adding hourly to their jeopardy. 
These questions can be pcsitively answered by the use of radiation detection instru- 
ments. However, it is the necessity of making a painstaking instrument survey every 
t ime a possibility exists that RW attack has  taken place which is the complicating, 
harassing factor. After RW has once been employed against any city, anyone may we l l  
be loathe to proceed with his business after any attzck until he has made cartzin that 
radiological agents are not silently radiating the location he occupies. A negative 
report  from a check-point a mile away w i l l  not be sufficient to , r ea s su re  the indiv-idua! 
householder who considers that only a n  instrument reading in his own home will cer- 
t i fy  that his family is not being irradiated in the hours suosa-uent to a raid. The 

. rumor of the presence of radiological agents should b e  a potent form of psychological 
. warfare against both troops and civilians. 

Harassment from RW,seerns like!y, then, on a large scale. The effect of such 
harassment upon a nation S w i l l  to wage w a r  may be out of ai! procortion to the effort 
of delivering o r  threatening to deliver the agents. The actual dislocstions u:hich 
[night result f rom posi:it'e radiation rezdings in a great number of h j r  icaustrizl 
cOmmr\nilies, and the effect of this upon a nation's economy, are among t h e  c o r e  
significant questions to be investigated. The nsed is zcparent for ear ly 2 ~ 7 ~ 2 i s a !  of  
the potential military worth of RUI, whether  used for karassrnent or area donizi, to 
determine the estent to chich i t  may introduce 3. new factor into c'3r. If til? ais-,ersai 
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over  a target area of radiological agents in concentrations below thcse required to pro-  
duce early casualties is estirnzted to be militarily significant, grel-ter attmtion to 
the earlier development of RW munitions would be jcstified. 

2 2. 

- 

A determination should be made of whether the quantity of radioactive products 
resulting from fission, o r  agents made from presently available neutrons, a re  suffi-  
cient to achieve any militarily useful result. 

The fission by-products accumulating a t  the production s i tes ,  and the stray neutrons 
that may be used to irradiate various elements, have in the past been looked a t  from 
the point of view of whether they would provide sufficient RW agents to cover target 
areas with lethal doses of radiation. Another look a t  these sources should be trken 
to determine whether they can provide RW agents, a t  a minimum of cost, to capitalize 
on the psychological effects and harassing possibilities of RW. 

In addition to the possibilities for silent or harassing attack discussed above, 
there is a possibility that through the use of relativepi small  quantities of radiological 
agents, combined with other munitions such as high explosives and incendiaries, the 
duration of the effect of the latter weapons could be increased. The complications to 
restoring a damaged area that may result  from the presence of 'radiological agents 
might*materially increase the time that the enemy would be deprived of the effective 
use  of the area. 

Tne Committee notes especially the apparent unique utility of radiological agents 
as weapons that could be used against a n  installation vital to an enemy where the use 
of destructive weapons would be either politically unwise o r  not ex9edient in a mili- 
t a ry  sense. 

23. More consideration should be given to the question of whether a portion of the produc- 
tion facilities for fissionable material  should be used for the production of RW 
agents. 

The discussion in earlier paragraphs has dealt Lzrgely with the employment of 
RW i n  small  or token quantities for harassing or psychological effects. A larger 
question i s  that of th2 use of RW agents in quantity to saturate key areas with lethal 
doses of radiation. At present, preparation of RU' in quantities sufficient for such ilSe 
woiild concete  directly with the production of atomic bombs. It is apparently a policy 
that rnaterials are not to be diverted from the atomic bomb program for RW agents 
at this time. 

The Cornmittec suggests that this policy be looked a t  critically by a competent 
grou?, and tkat, as a part of an evaluation of the relative military worth of the atomic 
bomb and R'J.', B detcrmization be made of whether some of the present production 
facilities for iissionabie material should be used for zaking radioiogical agents. 

The evaluatior. shouid cs receated from time to time as there 2re changes in the 
atomic bomb stockcik,  t k s  availability of neutrons, ana rate of production of fission 
products. 
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VI 

CFFICIAL RELEASES OF INFORhfATION REGARDING CW, BW, AND RW SHOULD BE 
MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH A PLANNED PROCRAhl DESIGXED TO PREPARE THE 
PUBLIC FOR INTELLIGENT ACTION. 

24. Public statements on these weapons have been ineffective as a means of educating the 
public. 

The Committee has  had studies mads of the various statements, both official and 
unofficial, which have been made i n  recent years regarding CW, BW, and RW, and of 
the press  comments on, these statements. (The substance of these studies is contained 
in a document entitled %'hat the Public H a s  Been Told About Chemicz!, Eiological, 
and Radiological Warfare," prepared by a panel of the Committee.) These studies 
show that a considerable amount of information has alrezdy been released regarding 
these weagons. They further show, however, that official statements, originally in- 
tended to give accurate information to the public concerning these weapons, usually 
have reached the public in edited and interpreted accounts which contain misquotations 
and nisinterpretztions. Frequently, publicized ar t ic les  have been contradictory, 
exaggerated, distorted, and highly sensational, with the result that the public has  been 
misinformed, rather. than accurately apprised of the facts regarding the new weapons. 

25. A coordinated program fo r  public information and education concerning these weapons 

i 
! 

i 
[ 

is desirable. 

There  should be a coordinated program for official releases, which would take into . .  
/ 
i 

account the following factors: 

a. These releases should be associated with related matters,  such &i defense 

weapons. 
instructionz! activities, and' developments in the field of defense against these 

! 
j 

b. Statements concerning these weapons should have consistency. This  can be ( 

achieved by having a common source of releasable information which could be 
drawn ucon by all official spokesmen, either for  purposes of issuing statements 
o r  of making comments to the  press  regarding statements already released. 
Statexents  by high governmental officizls can reach a large audience and, i f  
consistent with one another, should be a mezns of disseminating accurate 
information. 

! 

! 
! 

c. For  public information to be  effective, Statements need io be  repeated at inter-  1 vals. It is essential that the same  s tory be told by all speakers,  and repeated 
again and again, in order  to counteract the effects of misinterpretation by 
press  and radio commentators that often accompany single pronouncements. 
By borrowing the advertising technique of repetition, the govercment might 
have grezter  success in transmitting iniormation accurately to the public. 

d. The program should be reviewed and revised periodically in accordance w i t h  
changing conditions. For example, new deve!opmer.ts, particularly those re- 
gzrding defenses agzinst these wapons ,  may n a k  it des i r abk  to release i u r -  
ther  :r.icrrr.ation. Developments in t h e  interasrionz! siturrtion r . 2 ~  require a 
change in  emphasis. Likewise, the needs, interests, and zttitudes of the  public, 

I 

! 

! 
I 

. 
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as revealed by Defense Department cii?cing files and other sources ,  should 
be constantly considered. 

26. Various defense activities require the release of authoritative information and offer 
excellent media for educating tne public in terms of action, with a minimum of 
adverse effects at home and abroad. 

Local governments and volunteer groups must be given information on emergency 
measures  to be taken in case of attack by any of these weapons. The effects of such 
dissemination would be to familiarize the public with the characteristics of these 
weapons, and to accustom them to the thought that they m2y be used in the  next war, 
thereby placing the general thinking concerning new wezgons on a E o r e  real is t ic  
basis, l e s s  subject to speculation and freer from emotion. 

The Committee notes with approval the current  programs to educate responsible 
government officials with respect to defense against  pf, and feels that these programs 
should be continued and expanded. 

Instruction regarding CW, BW, and RW, as a pa r t  of the regular training of ROTC, 
Reserve,  National Guard, and State Guard, offers another medium for reaching the 
public, although indirectly, in terms of action- 

Similarly, advantage should be taken of our nwneruus technical societies. Their  
widespread membership, possessing a technical background, offers mother medium 
for calm presentation-and discussion of information regarding these weapons. 

A great deal of information on these weapons is now available to people who have 
the t ime and inclination to search through the material  which has  apseared from time 
to t ime in a variety of media. This  information might well be consolidated and 
reissued, so as to provide the public with an easily accessible source of information 
on the fundamental capabilities and limitations of the new weapons. The Committee 
notes with approval s teps  already beirg taken in  this direction, pardcularly with 
respect  to atomic and radi?!ogic.ai wark te , in  the forthcoming public document, "The 
Effects of Atomic Weapons . 

It is felt that official statements concerning CU;, BW, and RW, if made in connec- 
tion with civil defense instruction, would tend to r n i t i s t e  unfavorable reaction 
abroad. Since most major countries have civil defense orgznizations, information 
released in this connection would not be as readily adaptable to exploitation for prop- 
aganda purposes against the United States as are rzndom statements. 

SPECIAL ATTENTION S H O U D  BE GIVEN TO THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF 
CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL WARFARE. 

27. Each of these modes of warfare h a s  an unusually high anxiety-causing potential. 

T h e  Committee agrees  wi th  the general belief khat toxi:: chernicsl, 'Ciolog-.c2!, and 
radiolog.i.ca1 weapons hzve a pronounced capabiiity for causing psychoio;jical effects 



. 

and, in particular, have a strong potentiality for creating zlxiety. Presumably these 
attributes derive from the following generalized characteristics: 

a. Each weapon is relatively new and hence plays upon peoples’ fear of the 
unknown. 

b. Each is mysterious and, to varying extents, delayed in i t s  action - Lle victims 
do not know initially whether they have been =$sed. 

c. Each is insidious in its action in that i t  functions primarily against the victims’ 
internal bodily processes instead of causing external wounds. 

..a 1 The Committee devoted comparatively !ittle time to these o r  other psycho!cgicr.l -. 
aspects of the weapons because the subject w a s  thoroughly studied and reported on 57 ! 
the Haskins Committee, both in i t s  final report of July 1949 an$, in its report of MI:; 
1949 entitled “Public Relations Aspects of Biological Warfare . The Committee 
endorses the conclusions on psychological zspects of the weapons in the above reFrts. 

All weapons have, of course, both psychological and physiological effects, but in  
varying proportions. The Committee feels that the psychological factor is likely to 
be preSent in a very significant proportion with the chemical, biological, and radio- 
logical weapons, and that this factor must be taken into account in  any action concerii- 
‘ing them. Some measure of the psychological effect of these weapons might be  
indicated by the fact that during and after World W a r  I many men were treated as gas 

- casualties who were never in areas which had been subjected to gas attack. 
. -  

With respect to-the use-of these weapons i n  strategic bombing, it should be borne 
in  mind that the net psychological effect of the use of thege o r  any other weapons 
against civilian populations might be to stiffen civilian resistance. 

28. Chemical, biological, and radiological weapons have characteristics which may make 
them particularly adaptable for use in combination with other munitions or other 
mater ia ls  to achieve psychological effects. 

In examining these weapons, the Committee has speculated on various specialized 
uses that might be made of them to capitalize on their potential psychological effects. 
For  instance: 

a. The use with high explosive and incendiary munitions for harassing psychologi- 
cal effects against troops, and to hamper the repossession of damaged areas. 

b. G-agents dissolved in  heavy oils or other materials to achieve persistency at 
concentrations below lethal, but sufficient to produce mild physiological effects, 
and hence psychological effects, in a given area over a long period of time. 

c. The building up of artificial odor associations so that attacks could be simu- 
lated in areas w h e r e  later access for our troops is  desirable, o r  so that avail- 
able supplies of chemical, biological 2nd radiological agents could be stretched 
by s v i n g  the impression that they are being used where they ar, a not. 

The Cocmittee found evidence of imaginative thinking on t h i s  subject, but no inai - 
cation that rntnitions development is being undertaken to exgloit the psychological 
characteristics of these weapons. 
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APPENDIX A 

SYNOPSIS OF THE COMMITTEE'S ACTIVITIES 

The Committee met  initially in Washington, D. C. for a two-day session on 5 and 6 
January 1950, to plan its course of action and to begin its hearings. A t  this meeting, the 
Committee heard f rom Rear  Adm. A. C. Davis, who presented the current thoughts of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff on chemical, biological and radiological warfare; from Xaj. Gan. 
A. C. McAuliffe, who explained the responsibilities of thc Chemical Corps L? these three 
fields; f rom Dr. Vannevar Bush, who spoke on the variea facets of the p robkms  facing 
the Committee; from Dr. W. Albert Noyes, Jr., who gave 2 resume of Lye other studios 
that had previously been undertaken in the area of interest to the Committee; and frcm 
the Honorable Marx Levz, Assistant Secretary of Defense, who outlined the necessity 
for  the establishment of the Committee. 

I . .  
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At its first meeting, the Committee assigned tasks to Panels and Sub-Committees, . 
together with consultants, to make detailed investigations on reports of committees pre- 
viously engaged in these areas; to prepare comprehensive papers on the methods of 
warfare under consideration; to appraise the present status of the research and produc- 
tion programs on G-agents, together with related economic and logistic studies; to  
review and analyze what the public has  been told about these three weapons; to study 
what has. been done or proposed on the psychological aspects of these weapons. 

These groups contacted and sought advice from the Atomic Energy Commission, 
Armed Forces  Special Wezpois Project, State Department, National Security Council 
Staff, Centrzl Intelligence Agency Staff, National Security Resources Board Staff, 
National Research Council; various agencies of the Office of the Secre'ary of Defense, 
British Joint Services Mission, engineering universities such as Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology and the University of Illinois, industrial f i r m s  which have Seen en- 
gaged in research contracts in the fields of interest to the Committee such as the 
Monsanto Chernical Company and the Shell Development Company, and others. In addi- 
tion, conferences were held between meetings with many iociividuals who possess 
specialized knowledge of the subjects under Consideration. Detailed reports  on the re- 
sul ts  of these investigztions and conferences were made to the ful l  Committee. Lists of 
those persons contacted by individual mernbers of the Comaittee or  Suo-Committees 
are included in Appendix 8. 

. 

The second meeting of the Committee, also a two-day session, was held in Washing- 
ton, D. C. on 27 and 28 January 1950. During this period, t!!e Committee received an 

. orientation on chemical warfare from Col. W. M. Creasy, Crnl  C, who reviewed in de- 
tail  the present status of chemical warfare activities within the United States, and f rom 
Dr. M. Pratt ,  of the Central  Intelligence Agency, who presented a paper on the Soviet 
situation with respect to chemical warfare; and heard from Brig. Gen. D. T. Spivey, 
USAF, who spoke on the air aspects of the three weapons; 2nd from C a z  C. 8. Martell,  
USN, who explained the tentative Navy policy on these vrezpccs. 

The thi rd meeting w2s held on 24 February 1950 in Washington, D. C., 2nd was de- 
voted to receiving idormztion on both biological and radiolcgical warfare. The  2.W 
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aspects were Presented by Col. W. M. Crezsy. Crnl C, wno gave an overall account of the , 
United States'-status, andby Dr. F. L. Campbell of the Cestral Intelligence Agency, who 
presented a paper on the Soviet situation. The RW presec'ztions were mzde by Brig. 
Gen. (then Col.) J. P. Cooney, MC, of the Atozic Ezsrgy Czmmission, who explained the 
Sasic facts of RW and also discussed its production 3haszs; by Col. W. M. Creasy, C d  
C,  who spoke on the delivery, dection, and munitions production aspects; by Dr. Herbert 
Scoville, of the Armed Forces  Special Weapons Project, who discussed the close rela-  
tionships existing between the atomic bomb programs and the radiological warfzre pro- 
grams; by Mr. E. R. Trapnell of the Atomic Energy Comrr.ission, who outlined the 
public information problems and programs on RW; and by Lt. Col. W. K. Benson, cf the 
Central Intelligence Agency, who presented a paper on the Soviet situation with respect 
to RW. 

The fourth meeting, held on 9 and 10 March 1950, consisted of a two-day field tr ip to 
Camp Detrick, at Frederick,  Maryland, and to the Army Chemical Center zt Edgewood, 
Maryland. Detailed presentations on biological warfue were given by Dr. 0. C. Wool- 
per t  and his  staff at Camp Detrick. The Committee also examined the operztional facil- 
ities, equipment, and programs of this station. At the Army Chemical Center, the group 
heard presentations and viewed demonstrations on varied phases of chemical warfzre by 
Col. J. R. Wood, MC, and his staff of the Medical Division, 2nd by Col. J. A. McLaughlin, 
Cml C, and his  staff of the Technical Command. Group discussions on the potentialities, 
limitations, and status of the chemical, biological, and radiological weapons were held 
with Mal. Gen. A. C. McAuliffe, Brig. Gen. E. F. Bullene, and many of .the other senior 
officers of the Chemical Corps. . .  

A t  the fifth meeting, held on 31 March 1950, in Washington, D. C., Col. F. P. Munson, 
Joint Staff, presented an estimate of Soviet military capabilities and intentions; Dr H. S. 
Craig, of the Joint Staff discussed Soviet economic and political strength; Lt. Gen. J. E. 
Hull, USA, explained the mission and operations of the Weqons  Systems Evaluation 
Group, and its studies with respect to the chemical, biological, and radiologiczl weapons; 
Brig. Gen. C. V. Schuyler, USA, of the Office of the Asst. Chief of Staff, G-3, U. S. 
Army, described the status of Army planning with respect to these weapons. 

The sixth meeting was held at  Governors Island, New York, on 21 Apr i l  1950, znd 
w a s  devoted to a discussion of the Committee's finaings to ia te  and to preparation of 
the outline of i t s  final report. 

The seventh meeting was held in Washington, D. C. on 9 May 1950. Discussions 
were held with Rear  Adm. L. G. Stevens, of the'Joint Subsidiary Plans Division, JCS, and 
Dr.  Hans Speier, Chief, Social Sciences Division, RAND Cor?oration, on the psycholog- 
ical aspects of the three weapons; with Dr. David Miller, Dr. H. I. Cole, and Dr. H. N. 
Worthley, all  of the Research and Development Board, on the Board's operations in the 
three fields; and with Lt. Col. B. W. Beers ,  Office of Civil Defense Liaison, OSD, on the 
present status of Civil Defense Planning. The Committee also continued work on i t s  
.report ,  and agreed upon certain conclusions and recommendztions to be included in the 
final document. 

The eighth meeting, held on Governors Island, New York, on 31 May 1950, and the 
ninth meeting, held in Washington, D. C., on 19 and 20 June 1950, were devoted :o re- 
viewing previous drafts and finalizing the various sections of the iinal report. 

I 
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF WITNESSES 

BEERS, Lt. Col. Barnet W .  - -  Assistant for Civil Defense Liaison, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense 

BENSON, Lt. Col. W. K. -- Central  Intelligence Agency 

BLACK, Col. Henry M. -- Chief, Supply and Procurermnt  Division, OVsz, Chief of 
Chemical Corps 

BULLENE, Brig. Gen. Egbert F. -- Commznding General,  Army Chemicil 

BUSH, Dr. Vannevar -- President, Carnegie Institution of Washig ton . , f '  .._ . k . . . .  . -  - , .. 

CAMPBELL, Dr. Frank L. -- Central  Intelligence Agency 

CHAMBERS, Dr. Leslie A. -- Camp Detrick, Maryland 

Center,  Maryland 
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. .  . . .  - ,_ . 
. a : . .  . . .  .- - . .  . ' .  
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COLE, Dr. H. I. -- Executive Director, Biological Warfare  Committee, Resezrch and 
Development aoard  

- COONEY, Brig. Gen. James P. -- Chief, Radiological Warizre  Brznch, ?r!i!itzry 
Applications Division, Atomic Energ-- Commission 

CRAIG, Dr. Rorace S., Jr. -- Consultant to Director of Jo'int b-telligence Grsup 

CREASY, Col. William M. -- Chief, Researc3 and Eng-beering Division, =-ice, Chief 
of Chemical Corps 

DAVE, Rear  Adm. A. C. -- Director of Joint Staff 

FUT.HEXILL, Dr.  LeRoy D. -- Camp Detrick, Marylazd 

GREBE, Dr. John J. -- Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan 

GUILD, Col. Walter L. -- M i c e ,  Chief of Chemical Corps  

EiULL, Lt. Ge3. John 5. -- Director, Weapons Systems Evzlmtion Group 

KAYSEX, Mr .  Wendell H. -- Camp Detrick, Maryland 

KTRNER, Dr .  Walter R. -- Directm, Chernical-E!iologicd Coordination Cczrer, 
National Resezrch Council 

LEVA, E m .  Mzrx  -- hssistant Secretary o i  2eiense 
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MARTELL, Capt. C. B. -- Office, Chief of Naval Operations 

McAULIFFE, Maj. Gen. Anthony C. -- Chief, Chemical Corps 

mLLER, Dr. David C. -- Chief, Plans Branch; Planning Division, Resezrch and 
Development Board 

MUNSON, Col. Frederick P. -- Joint Intelligence Group 

NORMAN, Dr. A. Geoffrey -- Camp Detrick, Maryland 

NOYES, Dr. W. Albert, Jr. -- Department of Chemistry, University of Rochester, 
New York 

PARSONS, Rear Adm. William S. -- Weapons Systems Evaluation Group 

PRA'M', Dr. Malcolm -- Central  Intelligence Agency 

ROWAN, Col. Hugh W. -- Chemical Corps Board, Army Chemical Center,  Maryland 

RUEGGEBERG, Dr. Walter H. -- Medical Division, Army Chemical Center,  Maryland 

SCHUYLER, Brig. Gen. C. V. -- Chief, Plans Di&ion, Office of the Assistant Chief of 

SCHWAB, Dr. John L. -- Camp- Detrick, Margland 

SC.OVILLE, J2. Herbert  -- Technical Director, Armed Forces Special Weapons Project 

Staff, G-3, U. S. Army. 
. .  

SPEIER, Dr. Hans -- Chief, Social Sciences Division, RAND Corporation, 
Wzshington, D. C. 

SPIVZP, Brig. Gen. D. T. -- Chief, W a r  Plars Division, Air Force Directorate of 
Plans and Operations 

STEVENS, Rear Adm. Leslie G. -- Joint Subsidiary Plzns Division, Joint St& 

STUBBS, Col. Marshall -- Army Chemical Center, Maryland 

SWAIN, Dr. Robert C. -- Chairman, Chemical Warfare Committee, Resezrch and 
D?velopment Board 

TRAPNELL, Mr. E. R. -- Associate Director, Public and Technical Information 
Service, Atomic Energy Commission 

WOOD, Col. John R. -- Medical Division, Army Chemical Centzr, Maryland 

WOOLPEZT, Dr.  Oram C. -- Technical Director, Camp Detrick, Marylznd 

WORTRLEY, Dr. H. N. -- Exec-dive Director, Chemical Warfare Committee, Research 
and Development Board 
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APPENDIX C 

INDMDUALS INTERVIEWED BY SUB-COMMITTEES 
OR BY INDMDUAL MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE 

BALLARD, Dr. Seaver A. -- Shell  Development Company, Emeryville, California 

BEALL, Mr. Issac N. -- Research and Engineering Division, Office, Chief of 
Chemical C orps 

BEELER, Lt. Col. George W. -- Advanced Study Branch, Joint Staff 

SRONK, Dr. Detlev V. -- Director, National Research Council 

CHLTEBUCK, Lt. Col. J. B. -- Atomic Energy Commission 

COINER, Col. Richard P. -- Atomic Energy Commission 

COMPTON, Dr. Karl T. -- F o r m e r  Chairman, Research and Development Board 

- CONANT, Dr. J. B. -- President, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. - 

COPE, Professor  Arthur C. -- Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 

DEWEY, Mr. Bradley -- ?resident, Dewey and Almy Chemical Company 

DCCBEZ, Dr. Alphonse 3. -- Division of Medical Sciences, National Resezrch Council 
-.-I r cLLENZ, Lt. Col. Lloyd E. -- Joint Staff 

FXYE, Mr. William -- Former  Director, Office of Public Mormation, Degartment 
of Defense 

GILFILLAN, Dr. Edwzri S. -- Operations Research Office, Department cf the Army 

%ILL, Col. Donald F. -- Army Field Forces,  Fort Monroe, Virginia 

I??--XDY, Dr. Edgar Z. -- Monsanto Chemical Company, Amiston, Alzbama 

YiAS3ZNS, Dr.  Caryl P. -- Bzskins Lzboratories, New York, N. Y. 

nc INZ,  Cmdr. Luther C. -- Office, Navy Personnel Reserve Training 

JCXNSTCNE, Dr.  Frazer  -- University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 

ZGJGAN, Mr .  Robert C. -- British joint Services Mission, Washington, D. C. 

LPIFSEN, Mr .  Paul -- Cirector, Cffice or' Civilian MoSilization, National Secvrity 
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APPENDIX D 

DOCUMENTS PREPARED FOR THE COMMITTEE 

TITLE Q DATE AUTHOR 6 OFFICE OF ORIGIN CLASS. 

(1st Mtg) 

Remarks by Admiral Davis Rear Adm. A. C. Davis TS 
6 January 1950 Director of the Joint Staff 

Outlines the present policy approved by the Joint Chiefs of S t a f l  with 
respect to  chemical warfare. Discusses the evaluation of CW, BW, and 
RW weapons which w a s  sent to  the Joint Chiefs by the Research and 
Development Board, and reports on action on the document. 

-.: . - I .  

(2nd Mtg) 

A i r  Aspects of the Brig. Gea D. T. Spivey, USAF Chief, 
CEBAR Weapons - - W a r  Plans Division A i r  Force Direc- 

TS 

- 27 January 1950 torate of Plans and Operations 

Outlines the planning organizationwithin the Depzrtment of Defense 'and 
the A i r  Force role in same. Discusses the mture of a f u t v e  conflict, 
the problems inherent in air warfare, the need for  a capability 91 being 
with which to strike back. States desired military characteristics for 
biological weapons. 

Tentative Navy Policy on 
Chemical, Biological and 
Radiological Weapons 
27 January 1950 

Capt. F. S. Withington, USN Deputy 
Director, Atomic Energy Division, 
Office Chief of Naval Operztions 
Presented by: Capt. C. B. Martell, USN 

TS 

Points out fundamental differences in requirements in the field of chemical, 
biological, and rzdiological warfare between land and s e a  forces. Discusses 
offensive 2nd defensive aspects of the three types of warfare from the N a n 1  
point of view. Summarizes status of Naval  training and facilities and lists 
Navy research projects. 

Cnernical Warfare Intelligence on the Dr. Willard Machle S 
USSX (An Estimate o i  the Current 
Situation) Presented by: Mr.  Malcolm Pratt  

Office of Scientific htelligezce, CIA 

Estimztes presmt  Soviet stocQiles of toxic zgents. Sumrnarizss Soviet 
policy toward C'N, position taken in the United Natiocs, 2nd possible in- 
tentions to use such weapons. Discusses strztegy, tactics, and zilitary 
doctrines of the Soviets. Describes Soviet 0rganizatior.s concerned with - CW. P.nalyzes CW r e s o w c e s  o i  Soviets. 

8 3 4 0  17-j773 
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111 TITLE 6 DATE 

Summary of the Chemical 
Warfare  Field 
27 January 1950 

--- 

AUTHOR Q OFFICE OF OFUGIN cuss. 

Col. William M. Creasy, Cml C Ts 
Chief, Research and Znq. Div. 
Office, Chief, Chemical Corps 

Provides a general indoctrination in the field of chemical warfare including: 
(1) enemy vulnerability, (2) military usefulness, (3) history of CW, 
(4) Russian capabilities, (5) chemical agents - production and character- 
istics, (6) probable targets  - strategic and tactical, (7) United States capa- 
bilities to deliver CW agents, (8) research and development activities in 
CW, and (9) cooperation with Canada and the United Kingdom. 

(3rd Mtg) 

Radiological Warfare - Basic Col. James P. Cooney, MC S 
Information and Production Aspects 
24 February 1950 

Chief, RW Branch, Military 
Application Div., AEC 

Contains a short explanation of what RW is and how it effects the human 
body, the amount of radiation required to  produce desired results, and the 
problems in producing such dosages. Discusses the RW program as to  
probability of future use, our capability of production, the effectiveness 
of the weapon and its cost. 

Radiological Warfare - Detection 

24 February 1950 

Col. William M. Creasy, Cml C 

Office, Chief, Chemical Corps 

. TS - and Production Aspects Chief, Research and Eng. Div. Res. Data 

Gives stat- of research and development of RW munitions program in 
general and describes several  prototypes. Discusses the employment 
oi RW, strategically and tactically, giving agefit requirements, possible 
targets, defensive measures and capabilities of delivery. Discusses 
logistic factors such as handling, filling, storage and trulsportation. 

"- 

Rzaiological Warfare 
21 February 1950 

Dr. Herbert Scoville 
Technical Director 
Armed Forces Special 
Weapons Project 

Describes the position of RW in the military arsenal and the present 
status oi the RW program. Outlines following technical v p e c t s  of RW: 
(1) biological eiiects, (2) requirements for agents and difficulty of pro- 
duction, (3) dissemination, (4) military use and problems of defense. 

Soviet Potentialities to , Lt. Col. W. K. Benson, GSC 
Conduct Eiadiological Warfare 
23 February 1950 Intelligence, CIA 

Office of Scientiiic 

Outlines the information avzilable on Soviet RW production capzbilities, 
policy 2nd propagznda, and defensive measures tzken by the Soviet 
Union against an RW attack. 

S 
Res. Data 

TS 
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AUTHOR & OFFICE OF ORIGIN CLASS. TITLE & DATE 

Biological Warfare Dr. F. L. Caapbell S 
Intelligence on the USSR 
(An Estimate of the Current Sitmtion) 
24 February 1950 ’ 

Oifice oi Scientiiic Intelligence, CIA 

Summarizes the type of information available on Soviet BW, contrasts the 
type of information the Soviei: Union has on our program. Discusses the 
Khabarovsk trials. Describes limitations of U. S. howledge  concerning 
the Soviet BW program. 

. -. . -  

Biological War far e Col. Willizm M. Creasy, Cml C 

Office, Chief, Chemical Corps  . .  

Ts 
... . , +,- 24 February 1950 Chief, Research & Engineering Div., 

2onstitutes a general indoctrination of the entire field of biological waifare, 
including: (1) BW agents - anti-personnel, mnti-animal and anti-plant; 
(2) production of BW agents; (3) dissemination of biological agents; . . .. 
(4) defensive aspects; (5) offensive BW operatfons - tactical, strategic a i d  
sabotage; (6) logistic and operational implications of a BW attack; and ’ . . 

(7) research and development actidties in BW. 

(5th Mtg) - 

A Political RC Economic Intelligence Dr. H. S. Craig s 
Estimate on the USSR 
31 March 1950 

Consultant to Deputy Director 
for Intelligence, Joint Stzff 

Describes the factors which guide Soviet foreigc policy. Indicates the 
balance of power existing todzy. Analyzes the Soviet economy, pointiig 
out strong points and weaknesses. 

Army Planning iRith Respect 
to the CEBAR Weapons 
31 March 1950 

Brig. Gen. C. V. Schuyler, USA 
Chief, Plzns Division, G-3, 
U. S. Army 

TS 

Examines the role of CW, BW and RW in future war. Describes how CW, 
Bw and RW could be used in specific operations to accomplish cert2in 
objectives. Discusses Army interests in these wezpons, inter-service 
policy, and procurement and stockpiling. 

(7th Mtg) 

What the Public Has Been Told About Pznel of the Secretary of Defense’s R 
Chemiczl, Biological and ,8adiologiczl 
Warfare and Rzdiohgical Warfare 
May 1950 

Committee on Chemical, Biologics1 

Quotes and summarizes previous official and unofficial stzternents on 
CW, BW and RW, together with excergts fror. press 2nd radio coverage 

35 
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TlTLE & DATE AUTHOR & OFFICE OF ORIGIN CLASS. 

of these statements and editorial  comment on them. h a l y z e s  comments 
and coverage, and draws conclusions as to present status of public in- 
k m a t i o n  on these means of warfare. 

The Present  Status of Research and 
Development On, and Production 
Feasibility of GB 

Panel of the Secretary of Defense's S 
Committee on Chemical, Biological 
and Radiological Warfare 

2 May 1950 

Describes the various methods for preparation of GB, the problem of raw 
material supply, the present status of research, the practicality and cost 
of plant construction. (Includes bibliography of technical docume:ics 02 
on G-agents.) 
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APPENDIX E 

OTHER D O C W N T S  CONSIDERED BY THE COMMITTEE 

GENERAL Classification 

U Civil Defense for National Security (Hopley Report) 
Office of Civil  Defense Planning, 1948 

TS 
Res. Data 

Comparative Evaluation of Chemical Warfare,  Biological Warfare 
and Radiolonical Warfare, 1 Nov 48, submitted by Dr. W. Albert 
Noyes, Jr., and revised by the RDB as of 1 Oct 49. 

U National Security and Our Individual Freedom, 
Research Policy Committee of the Committee for 
Economic Development, December 1949 

Secretary of Defense's Semi-Annual Report, 22 Apr 50 U 

C 
- 

Soiriet Dependence on the West,  Its Nature and Implications, 
Intelligence Report, Serial No. -145049, from Moscow; 21 Sept  49 

CHEMICAL WARFARE 

Ts Ac;)reciation of Chemical Warfare,  Finke!stein, Leo 
(Cml C Tech  Command) 1950 

S Appreciation of Potential CW Value of Nerve Gases, 
Childs, A. E., 30 Jun 49 

U 

S 

U 

Chemicals in J a r ,  McGraw, Hill, 1927, Prentiss,  A. M. 

Chemical Warfare  Operations, RDB 162/14 

Chemical Warfare Service in World W a r  n, Reinhold 
Publishing Co., 1948 

U Comparative Study oi  Wor!d W a r  Czsualties, Gilchrist, 
Col. H. L., Chemical Warfare Scnool, 1928 

U Extract from Congressional Record, 9 Dec 1926 (c?. 141-154) 
transcribing Senate discussion of protocol for prchibiticn of use 
in '.var oi asphyxiating, ?oisonous or other gases, 2nd ci bac- 
teriological methods of wariare. 
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Medical Division ReDOrt 2OL - CW Aqents - Toxicolonical 
and Medical Considerations, Army Chemical Center, 7 Sept. 1948 

Report on Integrated P r w r a m  of Resezrch and Develooment in 
the Field of Chemical Warfare, 1949, 21 Feb. r949 

Symposium on Psychological Research 
&my Chemical Center, 22 Oct 1948 

U. S. Chemical Warfare Committee Periodic Reoort on 
Readiness for CW, CC Cml C - 1945 

BIOLOGICAL W AEIFARE 

Biological Warfare, Committee on BW, RDB, 18 Apr. 1949 

Biolcsical War f i r e ,  A report  by a Committee on Review of the Di- 
vision of Medical Sciences, Nationzl Research Council, 19 May 1950 

Biological Warfare Cperatiom, Consolidated Technical 
Estimates, RDB, 1949 

Correspondence between the Chairman, NSRB, and Scretary of 
Ceiense regarding Biological Warfare, 28 Dec. 1949 - 2 Feb. 1950 

International Aspects’& Biological Warfare, RDB dwuznent CX l i / 3  

Press release by the Secretary of Defense on Biological 
Warfare, 12 March 1949 . 

Program Guidance Report, 1950, Committee on BW, RDB, 24 Jan. 1950 

Public Relations Aspects of Bioloqical Warfare, Secretary of 
Defense’s Ad Hoc Committee on BW, 6 May 1949 

Report of Secretary of Defense’s Ad Hoc Committee 
on Bioloaicz! W a r f a r e ,  11 July 1949 

Reaort on National Policy on Biolo!riiczl Warfare, Committee 
on BW, RDB, 14 Cst. 1947 

Report to +he Secretary of War, Merck, George W., 3 Jan 1946 

. RADIOLOGICAL WARFARE 
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